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1) Why „Tiaz-3dx”?
 Tiaz was a nickname I used in WOW back in the day. 3dx well, it’s self-explanatory :P

2) How did your adventure with animation 
begin?
 I started as a music composer at Affect3d ( composed the music for the Girlfriend-
s4ever original and sequel as well as the Vampire Cerene movie ). But I was fascinated 
with how it looked and thought why not give it a try? 

3) How do you combine 
your passion with your 
private life?
 My passion is my private life. I mean, 
everyone around me knows what I’m doing 
for a living. I’m not hiding it. IT’s part of me 
now.

4) I’m always curious about artists who do 
this full time as I wonder about confectio-
ners in a donut or candy shop. I wonder, is the 
magic of this dream job still there for you? Is 
there anything you have to do to keep this 
job fresh?
 This is a tricky question. Almost everything has been done, so I guess it’s just a 
matter of changing perspective or feeling. Creating an identity you know. Sex is easy - in 
ou - in - out. Gotta make the execution fresh every time. Sometimes you do, sometimes 
you don’t. 

5) Do you have your favorite character? 
If so, why?
 Selene from Underworld ;) Other than that, any OW girl with a flexible ass :D 
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Another interview, another guest.  In this interview, I want to introduce -
TIAZ-3DX - an artist, who like to animate 3d adult content, mainly Over-
watch. He’s been doing it seriously for around 2 years now. He’s part of a 
great community of animators, painters, drawers who all possess great 
talent.

I invite you to read.

Mr. X-BASH







6) I have a lot of respect 
for the way you inte-
ract with and take fe-
edback from your Pa-
trons. How has their 
voice influenced your 
work?
 My Patrons have always had weight in my 
decision making. I treat all of them as equal. 
They chose to support me for whatever re-
ason, and I feel like it is my duty to pay their 
support back with actually making it matter. 
I love my patrons. I truly do.

7) You must have a lot of demand or a bac-
klog on project ideas. Is there anything we-
ird or different you wish you could do but feel 
like you can’t or have left on the back bur-
ner?
 Of course. I think I don’t even have to type which kind of animation I used to do and 
can’t do anymore. But there may be a solution for that. 

8) What programs do you use to create your 
animations?
 Blender and Adobe After Effect/Premiere Pro for post-prod. Protools/FLStudio for 
sound. 

9) How long does it take to create one ani-
mation?
 Sometimes a month, sometimes a night. Sometimes the simple is the hardest and 
vice versa. It’s not consistent.







10) I’ve noticed a lot of Overwatch in your 
animations. Is this a personal expression of 
interest or for your fans? 
 I think I just got caught in the flow. I guess my supporters love OW lewd, and I do 
ofc. But they are not against me using other characters as well, and this is what I’ll do 
soon.

11) Any plans for the future related to your 
works?
 Yes, My goal is to be able to create a lewd movie with an entertaining story. But for 
that, I have to master every aspect of the work.

12) That’s really fascinating, a lewd film. Is 
there anything you’re excited about with 
this project you’d like to elaborate on?
 It’s too soon ! haha But all of these animations are just a mean for me to reach a 
point where  I can actually do a short movie with the LVL of details I’m used to trying to 
reach. Big task, but big motivation too :)







13) Who or what inspired you to create your 
works?

and many other creators. 

14) Any advice for others who would like to 
create similar content for yours?
 Just keep at it. It will suck at the beginning, may still suck after a couple of times, 
but you’ll eventually get to an acceptable quality. It’s about repetition, nothing more.

15) Traditional question... 
...Do you like CREAMPIE ;D?

 Yeah, as long as I’m the one doing it ;D Not eating or touching that shit.

16) Do you have someone you would like to 
greet or thank for help?
 The guys I mentioned before, but especially Miro who was the first to give me a 
chance, then Likkez who was my mentor. Yeero for all his tips and inputs and great per-
sonality. And my boi Rumble for sticking up with me, great guy. But most of all, I’d like to 
thank everyone that has/is/will support(ed) me over the years. Tons of love to you guys. 
You’re the only reason my life makes sense right now. I hope I won’t disappoint you and 
be able to bring whatever you’re looking for when coming to me.

Miro Yeero

Rekin3D Nyl Pewposterous

Leeterr Likkezg

https://twitter.com/affect3dx
https://twitter.com/Yeero3D?s=09
https://twitter.com/Rekin3D
https://twitter.com/doublenyl
https://twitter.com/pewposterous
https://twitter.com/leetTRON






Thank’s to Tiaz-3dx for this interview. 
Support this artist on:

I invite you to look at my:

WEBSITE
TWITTER

NEWGROUNDS
TUMBLR

Soon a new interview will appear. 
Also, watch my Content and …

SEE  YA
MR. X-BASH

WEBSITE
TWITTER PATREON

https://twitter.com/MrXBash
https://xbash.newgrounds.com/
https://x-bash.tumblr.com/
http://tiaz-3dx.com/
https://twitter.com/tiaz3dx
https://www.patreon.com/tiaz_3dx


IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT MY INTERVIEWS:
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YOU CAN GET INCLUDED 

IN THE CREDITS
AND GET EARLY ACCESS TO

MY INTERVIEWS
AND ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE

CLICK HERE
- APHRODISIA -

- BIG FISH -
 - DROID PRODUCTIONS -

- DYNAMITEJOE -
- ERIC SMALL -
- FOOHONPIE -

- ICHOR MONGREL -
- ICKYSTICKPRODUCTION -

- JACK PIEROTTI -
- JESTER -

- KAMADEVASFM -
- KITTEN NEVADA -

- LETY DOES STUFF -
- LIEUTENANT FLAPJACK -

- MILLENNIUM4EVER -
- MR ZED -

- NIXXINYU -
- SEAN SKULL -

- THE FUTURE FRAGMENTS TEAM -
- THORDAYO -

- VILE -
- ZNELARTS GAME DEV -

https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712


ABOUT

We are proprietors and appreciators of 3D generated content! 

Our goal is to be a cornerstone in the 3D community, offering 

support to artists and consumers alike. Besides featuring some 

of the best creators in the biz, we want to be your go to site 

for cutting edge, next generation adult content. 

From futa to lesbian, straight to gay, even fantasies likes orcs 

and anthro, we’re certain that we have something to offer 

everyone! 

Check out our shop, today! 

ClickHere

https://www.nextgenporn.net/

